Letter Seals
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�</p> <p> �</p> <p> <strong>~Letter Seals </strong>Sonia was so impressed with the
letter seals she had purchased for gifts that she wrote the following note to the company:
<em>My letter seals arrived yesterday. Oh how lovely they are and packaged so nicely. I felt
like I was the one receiving the present. I am so pleased to be able to give these as gifts. Thank
you so much! Sonia Summers</em></p> <p> �</p> <p> I, too, was very pleased with the
stamps and packaging, as each came in a purple tie bag with a wax sample of the seal. Both
Josiah and Sonia love using their wax seals on letters, so I thought these might be nice gifts for
your children, as well.</p> <p> �</p> <p> The following is taken from their website <a
href="http://www.letterseals.com/about-us.html">http://www.letterseals.com/about-us.html</a><
/p> <p> <em>Hello, I’m Karen, and welcome to our corner of the Internet! I founded
LetterSeals.com online in 1997 as a way to be creatively employed and still be home with my
two young sons. Since our first moments online, LetterSeals.com has grown, bringing along our
close family of partnered wax and seal creators from around the globe. All of us have been
striving to keep alive the traditional waxes and methods, as well as inventing and embracing
new methods and materials. We are a small company of family and friends and work to provide
you with the service and products you need for any (and every) occasion. Erik & Cheryl are an
integral part of LetterSeals.com! Not only are they my parents (!), they help out on a daily basis
to meet customer orders and creations. Cheryl packages all of our shipments, as well as hand
pours & cuts all of our glue gun sealing waxes. Her early hours getting shipments ready for the
post are the cornerstone to our service commitment. Erik creates all of our custom seals, as
well as our made-to-order seal lines. He works all hours in his shop, designing, engraving, and
polishing customer creations - all to be sent around the world. His creations are impressive!
(pun intended)!�</em></p>
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